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Life’s “ah ha” Moment
Changing the Culture of Business

NEW PARLIAMENT HOUSE, CANBERRA 1988



CAMERON

Cameron Hood
(age: ONE week)

“Is this CO2 
thing really 

serious 
Grandpa?”





Why ENGINEERS?



EA’s National 

Sustainability 

Task Force

1999

2001



2010

4. Promote sustainability
4.1 Engage responsibly with the community and other stakeholders

a) be sensitive to public concerns

b) inform employers or clients of the likely consequences of proposed activities on the community and the 

environment

c) promote the involvement of all stakeholders and the community in decisions and processes that may impact upon 

them and the environment

4.2 Practise engineering to foster the health, safety and wellbeing of the community and the 

environment
a) incorporate social, cultural, health, safety, environmental and economic considerations into the engineering task

4.3 Balance the needs of the present with the needs of future generations
a) in identifying sustainable outcomes consider all options in terms of their economic, environmental and social 

consequences

b) aim to deliver outcomes that do not compromise the ability of future life to enjoy the same or better environment, 

health, wellbeing and safety as currently enjoyed



2014



“Engineers Australia and its members are 

committed to creating and delivering outcomes 

that will ensure the long-term survival of life on 

earth in a fair and equitable manner.

For our members, sustainability means that 

future generations will enjoy environmental, 

social and economic conditions that are equal to 

or better than those enjoyed by the present 

generation.” 

EA Policy on Sustainability
(Approved by EA Board November 2014)



“Engineers Australia accepts the comprehensive 

scientific basis regarding climate change, the 

influence of anthropogenic global warming, and 

that climate change can have very serious 

community consequences.

Engineers are uniquely placed to provide both 

mitigation and adaptation solutions for this 

serious global problem, as well as address future 

advances in climate change science.” 

EA Policy on Climate Change
(Approved by EA Board November 2014)



“Engineers must act proactively to address climate 

change as an ecological, social and economic risk.

The role of engineers is to lead innovation for, and 

apply contemporary knowledge towards solutions 

that add value to ecological, social, and economic 

wellness.” 

EA Policy on Climate Change
(Approved by EA Board November 2014)

Engineers must continue to show strong leadership

on climate ACTION



Coal Seam Gas wells -

Darling Downs, QLD  

2012

But Still we see this:



Open Cut Coal Mines 

west of Great Divide 

on descent into Sydney 

2016

But Still we see this:



What’s Wrong?



The Global “Problematique”

Exponential growth in both Population & Consumption within a 
finite system

Our current societal/economic construct only works if 
it grows  

How do we resolve the dilemma ?

Current growth is destroying the resources that 
maintain our civilisation.

Majority of incumbent leadership is hooked on a 
growth fetish



BUILT/ENGINEE
RED Domain

GLOBAL IMPACT



Why Can’t we simply continue to 
grow?

Converging limits will constrain us:

Climate change

Traditional energy limits (peak 

oil; declining EROEI)

Ecosystem Services 

collapse (species loss; water; food)

Traditional Financial System 

Collapse (Greed; governance failure)

Societal disfunction (cognitive 

dissonance)

Symptoms of an 

UNSUSTAINA

BLE SYSTEM

ALL INEXTRICABLY

LINKED



Population + consumerism =





Our earth has lost 

half its wildlife in the 

past 40 years.  But not 

from here!

Declare your office a NO DODO ZONE



Today we have a temporary aberration 
called “industrial capitalism” which is 
inadvertently liquidating it’s two most 
important sources of capital input - the 
natural world, and properly functioning 

societies.

Would any sensible capitalist continue to do that?



Where are our priorities?



REALLY, IT’S ALL ABOUT RISK

We have already exceeded the amount of carbon 
that we can burn to say with some certainty that 
we will not exceed a 2℃ average rise in global 
average temperature – a rise that many experts 
say is dangerous for climate impact.

Yet we are heading into an area where we 
seem to be saying that only a 66% chance of 
staying under 2℃ is OK.

Exceeding 2℃will likely cause massive extinction of life on Earth.



I ask you: “Would you take off in an aircraft designed by
engineers who told you that you only had a 66% chance of
getting to your destination?”

Or, would you cross a bridge if you knew the likelihood of
getting to the other side was only 66%.

We design engineering systems with as close to certainty
as possible that there will not be catastrophic failures.

Why then are letting politicians and business gamble our
future with such horrendous risks?

PARTICULARLY WHEN THE SOLUTIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW..

REALLY, IT’S ALL ABOUT RISK



SO,  What do we 
DO?



© - Long Future Foundation



<<  sustainable forestry

<<  sustainable fisheries

soil carbon >>

infrastructure for habitat >>

nature conservation  >>

REVIVING NATURAL CAPITAL

Engineers



<<  energy efficiency

<<  algae biofuels

bioplastics  >>

<< renewable energy

reduce packaging  >>

<< limit pop growth

less stuff >>

RELIEVE PRESSURE ON NATURAL CAPITAL

Engineers





Ivanpah CSP - 375 Mw 24/7



Source: NASA

That’s ENGINEERING!





Thank You


